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Our '08 6. IL Hem/ prototype HP' turned a 10.645@ 129.78 MPH at Byron Drag way. 
Production 2011 Challengers with the 6.,4L Hemi should do even better. 

With 9-second quarter•mllos 
hiding in reserve, Mr. Norm~ GSS 
Challenger series Is factory-docile 
in everyday driving. 
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By Al Dente 
Photos by TheBn.intB,os 

B 
ack in '66, all the U.S. carmal<.ers 
were heavy into high perfor
mance. Dodge was reassuring 
their dealers that for 1967, they 

would receive a totally new Oart with powe( 

to wail on the competition. Something that 
would put a hurting on the popular Chevy 
II Nova SS with tts327/350 drivetrain. 
Everybody waited, and the new handsome 
Oart came down the pipeline. But with on1y 
a 273 VS? C'mon! You guys kidding? 

One of those Dodge dealers was Norm 
Kraus, better known as "Mr. Norm," honcho 
over at Grand Spaulding Dodge in beau11ful 
Chicago. Norm knew the 273 just wouldn't 

cut it so he 

cooked up the now infamous "oouk1n't be 
done" 383 swap Into the new A-body. Very 
fortuitous, as Mr. Norm had been trying 
to come up with ways to make Grand 
Spaulding stand out from the dealership 
clutter. Norm called his creation the GSS, 
which stood for Grand Spaulding Sport a< 
Grand Spaulding Special depending on the 
day of the week. Unique to his dealership, 
the GSS P<Jt Grand Spaulding on the map. 
'Course, you could get away with stuff like 
that back then. 

In '68. the 383 Dart was old news. What 
to do fO< an encore? Why, drop in a 

440. Whicll he did as the next GSS 
mode1-a car that became the 

forerunner of the factory M• 
Code 440 Darts. By t97t, 

dark c1oue1.s wete evident 
on the performance 
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Only visible distinction between per1or• 
mance levels Js the deck/id emblem
either HP', HP' or HP' (look out/) 

hOfizon. Fuel economy and emissions 
regulations and ever-increasing insurance 
penalties bode ill for factory musdecars. So 
while the insurance underwriters had their 
sharp knjves out for muscle-toting 8-bodies 
bristting with big block and Hemi pow..-. 
figuring the A-bodies weren't POSing a threat 
to the lite and limbs of the public at large, 
Norm slipped by a zinger with his 3-deuce 
("tri-power" as he called it) 340 Demon GSS. 
Norm gave his GSS series its last hurrah in 
1972 by bolting a Paxton supercharger on 
tM340 Demon. 

Now. 39 years later. Norm is still in the 
performance scene taking an active role 

GSS is lowered 1 ½ Inches, and adds beefier swaybars front and rear. HF gets fully 
adjustable coilovers front and rear so you don't give anything up in the twisties. 

i.n Mr. Norm's Garage operation. Today's 
sttuation ,Yitll the LX Charger and LC 
Challenge< sees some similarities to the 
good old days. Lots of deate<s into special 
htgh performance \vith any number of 
aftermarket companies are offering hot tuner 
packages on factCMY cars. How to stand out 
from the clutter? The answer was a package 
conceived by Ttm Barth, a hardcore drag 
racer, and manager of Mr. Norm's Garage 

in Machesney Park IL. where the Norm's 
ears are now built. Why not revive the GSS 
moniker with a series of tuner cars that build 
on the GSS heritage. Why not indeed? 

So before you could say •tum bac~ the 
clock." packages were planned fot a new 
series of GSS Challengers and Chargers. The 
one key feature that would set these cars 
apart from att the tuners out there would be 

Kenne Bell 2.8L I/quid-cooled blowerlintercooler boOsts the ponies to 725 HP on the HP2 
version. Built engine with forged lntemafs runs custom fuel system for rated horsepow
er; cam, port.ed/polished heads and boefed drlvetrain. Swap pulleys to up the boost and 
add race gas and slicks and you'fl tum 9s. 
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this: A certified level of perlom1ance, namely 
gual'anteed quarter-mile times. Every GSS 
car will come with a timeslip generated by 
that particular car to prove its mettle. Sort 
of like a dyoo sheet from an engine builder 
certifying horsepower and torque. There 
woukl be three levels of performanoe
eleven-second, ten-second and nine~ 
second. an achieved by a truly streetable, 
pump-gas Dodge that your grandmother 
would feel comfortable dmnng. Those drag 
times would be turned by a driver who knew 
what he was doing on the strip in a car 
equipped with slicks. So your grandmother 
mtght or might not be able to duplicate those 
times depending on how big a shot of Ge<itOf 
she had with her prune juice for breakfast. 

The labels for these GSS (still stands 
for Grand Spaulding Sport or Special, 
depending on the day of the week-even 
thOugh Grand Spaulding Dodge is tong out 
of existence) cars is taken from a Chrysler 
(not Norm's) designation-H~ (horsepower 
squared). This was the badge used on the 
original '66 Hemi Satellite before it was 
superseded by the more familiar "426" 
emblem. 

The first of the series, featured here, is 
the HPa GSS Challenger-it comes with a 
10-second timeslip. This car ran a 10.645 
@ 129.78 MPH at Byron Dragway this 
past November. Next in line will be an HP' 
Challenger coupe and a convertible proven 
to Nn in the 1 1 s. Why not a 10-second 
convertible? WeU. since these Cha11oogers 
were never built to be offe<ed as a drop top. 
and are converted by Mr. Nonn's Garage 

and Orop Top Customs. 
10•second power wouJd 
probably fold the car in half. 
which arguably would ma1<e 
it fit into smaller parking 
spots. The bad-boy 9•second 
coupe should Just about 
<:lean the oloek of any tuner 
car unfortunate enough to 
get ln your way. And as we 
mentioned, there also will be 
parallel GSS Chargers. 

inches using the Mr. N0<m kit. Bigger 
swaybars are added front and rear. 
H~ uses a booted automatic (new 
fteXplate and converter} and 1400 
HP-rated driveshaft and beefed 
1000 HP-rated haH-shafts. It also 
gets a Quaiffe 3.06 rear. HPt ears 
come with a coUover suspension as 
standard. It's an option on HP's. 

The 1972 GSS Demon was 
supercharged, so the lineage 
continues in this vein. Back then, 
the ooly game in town was a Paxton 
or a 6-71 GMC. Today there are 

The prototype HP' 
Challenger GSS shown here 
is based on an '08 6.1 L car 
with a stock bore and stroke. 
All production HP's will be 
based on 2011 Challengers • 
that come with the 6.4L (392 
cubes) Heml. So figure on 
Knocking maybe a tenth and 
change off the 'OS's numbers, 

Alf GSS cars gets a black deck/id with black stripe and spoiler 
delete. Real clean. Snarly exhaust note is a giveaway. 

any number of blowers-both 
superchargers and turbochargers. 
Mr. Norm's packages have had 
exceUent results with Kenne Bell 
bJowers so that's what they stick 
with on lhe GSS. HP' gets you a 
2.8L liquid-cooled blower set at 7 
or 8 psi fo, etther 91 or 93 octane. 

On the outside, all GSS 
Challengers come with a 
black fiberglass hood mounting a Pro Stock
style scoop which allows air into the engine 
compartment for addrlionat oociing but does 
not provide any tunctional tam air intake 
(none necessary). At the rear is a matching 
black decKlid with black butt stripe and HP' 
repop emblem. You'll note there's no spoiler 

tor a cleaner look. Til-8 Garagsters went with 
a SE decklid so there were no hoies to fill. 

Inside are logo'd seats and ftoor mats, 
carbon fiber handle pistol-grip and a toggle 
switch on the shifter oonsote for a line lock. 
All HP' cars will be automatic only, while 
HP1s come in stick or auto flavors. 

Underneath, au the cars are lowered 1 ~ 

intercooter, stocK 6.4L Hemi engine 
internals, KB Boost•A .. Pump fuel 

upgrade, headers and 3" Mr. Noc-m's exhaust 
with Magnaflow muffs. Output is 625 HP for 
6-speeds and 605 HP for automatics. 

HP2 gets you the same blower set at 9 
psi (93 octane required) and intercooler, Mr. 
Norm's upgraded fuel system, forged crank, 
rods and pistons. special cam and Ported 

Is your Mopar Lacki 
Add some shaft-mount roller rocker technology from T&D Machine 
Products! Whether it be an Indy wedge, a Chrysler hemi 
(OEM or aftermarket) or any number of other cylinder 
heads, T&D has a system for your application. 
Sound engineering is behind every T&D 
rocker set - we did the homework 
so you won't have to! 

• Rock-solid mounting 
• Improved vatve train 

stability 
• varve lash 

consistency 
• ,~reased valve, 

guide and spting fife 
• Most sets are a 

dJrect bolt~on 
• Available with a wide 

variety of ratios 
and offsets 

T&D manufactures 
the finest shaft-mount 
roller rocker arm 
systems in the industry, 
regardless of engine 
type or racing series. 

Manufactured pn»uclly n Ille USA I!!§ 

ar :"9 MACHINE 
llkl,,I PRODUCTS 

COMPETITION ROCKER ARMS 
4859 Convair Drive, Carson City, NV 89706 

(775) 884-2292 • www.tdmach.com 
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Wheels are Mr. Norm's take on the Keystone Klassics-20 x 10" rear, 20 x 8.5" front. All 
GSS cars get the black fiberglass hood with hood pins and Pro Stock-style scoop. 

and polished heads-a package good for 
725 HP. So how much is all this gonna 
cost? The HP' deal is $25 grand (plus the 
car), while HP2 will set you back $53 large 
over the price of the Challenger and the 
additional cost of taking Mr. Norm out to a 
good restaurant. Only 50 2011 Mr. Norm's 
HP' and 50 HP2 GSS Challengers will be 
built. For more info contact Big Mike at Mr. 
Norm's Garage in Hudson, FL (727) 869-
9533. www.mrnormsgarage.com 

Okay, we know what you're thinking: 
10-second Challenger, ho-hum. My 
grandmother turns that every day on her way 
to the Bingo parlor. So here's the deal: If you 
change the pulleys on your HP2 to up the 
boost to 13 psi and fill the tank with race gas, 
you'll turn 9s. That's right 9s. But you'll get 
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the boot at the track because you won't be 
NHRA legal (no cage or required safety stuff.) 

But Mr. Norm has you covered again with 
their HP3 GSS Challenger. This car comes 
with the same built engine as the HP2, only 
with lower compression so it can run higher 
boost to generate 9-second quarter-miles 
on 93 octane. Fitted with a 10-point cage 
and all the required NHRA safety equipment, 
this ride is a legal 9-second rocket that is as 
granny-friendly on the street as your slant-six 
Valiant. Remember when 10-second runs 
were the territory of ragged-edge Super 
Stocks? Well, now you can run 9s (with a 
timeslip to prove it) in total comfort, listening 
to Johnny Crash's big hit, "I've Missed You, 
But My Aim's lmprovin"' on your Sirus radio, 
and then turn on the NC when you're done. 
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All GSS cars will come with timeslips as 
proof of performance. 

Norm's Garage will build 50 of these auto 
trans-only maulers in 2011. At the rate all this 
is going, can threes be far behind? 

We had a chance to roll up a few street 
miles on the HP2 GSS Challenger. Short guys 
must crank the seat up all the way or sit on 
a phone book so they can see something 
besides the back of that Pro Stock scoop. 
The exhaust note is definitely snarly but 
not overbearing. You're not going to fool 
anybody into thinking you're driving a stocker 
with badges. Drive it sanely and the car is 
well behaved and as mild as a showroom 
model. But tip into it, and that boost is like 
right now! No waiting for spool-up. You get 
all of that 9 psi at 2 grand. The tires break 
loose and now you're going sideways-great 
fun under the right conditions, but a little 
scary for those not used to these kinds of 
antics. Better warn granny ahead of time, or 
she might never make it to Bingo night. Don't 
have a grandmother? Mr. Norm will hook 
you up, no problem. Guaranteed to run 10s 
(minutes, hours, whatever). * 
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